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1. Introduction 

It веете today that quantum ohromodynamics (QCD) la a very good 
candidate to be a theory of strong Interactions. The QCD predictions 
are in good qualitative agreement with a great number of data on lep-
ton-badron and badron-hadron processes in a large kinematic region. 
That is why a detailed quantitative verificetlon of QCD is of great 
interest. The QCD-analyais of the data on deep inelastic lepton-nuc-
leon scattering Is one of the beat ways to do that, To test the week 
Q dependence of the nucleon structure functions sa predicted by QCD, 

p 

high statistics data for a large Q range are needed. This la just 
the case of deep inelastic lepton-nucleua aoattering experiments. 
However, if we want to check also the quark-parton ideas on the nuc
leon structure these experiments cannot be used now to determine the 
parton distributions in the free nucleon. This la due to the diaoo-
very /1/ of an anomaly in the ratio of the structure funotion P, 
measured on heavy nucleus to the etruoture funotion P„ 2 measured on 
deuterium (the so-called EMC effect).T)iis effect has confirmed again 
the important role of the deep inelastic lepton scattering off hydro
gen and deuterium targets for the nucleon structure study. 

The aim of this paper is a next-to-leeding order (N10) QCD-
-analyslB of the БИС data on deep inelastic IXb /2/ and uo. /3/ 
eoettaring experiments. Due to high statistics, one of the main ad-
vantages of thee* experiments ia an aoourate measurement of the Q 
dependence of the free and quaslfree nucleon atruoture funotlona in 
a large kinematic range. 

There are two reasons to involve next-to-leading order QCD 
corrections to the structure functions. First of all, the QCD soale 
parameter Л determined by the experimental data can be oonneoted 
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wltb the used «normalization scheme In unique way only if these 
corrections are taken into account /4/. Secondly, having In mind tbe 

2 available Q values at present, these corrections are not negligible 
in the high X range. 

In contrast to the majority of papers on this subject tbe 
cross section data on deep inelastic scattering (not tbe experimen
tal values for the nucleon structure functions obtained from these 
data by additional extrapolations and assumptions) are analysed. Tbe 
nucleon structure functions t„ and ? L (or K) are given in terms of 
parton distributions. Tba expressions for these functions predicted 
by QOD in tbe desired approximation are substituted in the cross 
eeotion formula for deep lnelastio muon scattering off nucleons 
(eq.(l) below). Then, tbe theoretical cross sections thus obtained 
are compared with their experimental values. Tbe QCD parameter 
and all parameters associated with the parametrieation of the partou 
distributions are determined by fittine tbe cross section data. In 
auch an approaoh, firstly, additional extrapolations .«hich deorease 
the precision of the measured cross sections are not needed, and 
secondly, the complete set of experiments! data on cross sections is 
used. For that reason we oonsider that such a test of tbe QCD pre
dictions for tbe deep inelastic lepton-nucleon processes has definite 
advantages today. 

2. Method of Analysis 

Tbe method of analyeis was described in detail in our previous 
papers /5,6/. In these, papers, a leading order QCD fit to tbe data 
on deep inelaetio muon-nuoleon scattering bas been done. Here, we 
are going to reoall only tba basio features of tbe method and to 
give some nsoesaary formula* taking Into aocount tbe next-to-leadlng 
order oorreotione to tbe nuoleon structure funotlona. 
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The measured differential о rose seation for tbe deep Inelastic* 
muon-nueleon Boattering In one photon axobange approximation takes 
tbe following form in tbe БИС kinematic region 

where Q 2 is the momentum transfer squared, 
the Bjorken scaling variable, y = "!?/E , ̂  = E - E , E and E 
are tbe muon initial and final energy, respectively. In eq.(l) Fg 
and ? L are tbe nucleon structure functions depending on X and Q 
Tbe longitudinal structure function F L is defined as 

FL(xl(f) = F x(x,Q l)-£xF 1(x,Q l). ( г ) 

In leading order (LO) QGD, the Callan-Grose relation /7/ bet-

JxF, (x,Ql) = Fz (x,Q l) 
ween ?. and F„ 

(3) 
is true and in this approximation 

К (*,а г)= о (4) 
The cross seotlon (1) is usually written in terms of F_ and 

the ratio 

1 (5) 
where <»L and (o'r are the longitudinal and transverse 
total photoabsorption cross sections. 

In leading order QCD approximation tbe quantity n. is also 
equal to ceroi |_o 

Ъ (*,<?) =° ( 6 ) 
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and then there is one-to-one correspondence between the measured 
оговв section (1) and the structure function К . In this case, 
analysis based on tbe fit of Fg to the cross section data or to 
the extracted from these data values for F g assuming R » О are 
equivalent. 

However, In the next-to-leading order QCD approximation F^ is 
different from sero and has the form 

^ T x' (7) 

Here Ni is tbe number of flavour, F^ C*,Q Z) and G (,X , О*) 
are the leading order expressions for F„ and the gluon distribu
tion in the free nucleon. 

Ifcere are two ways to test the next-to-leading order corrections 
to P. end P,, . In the first one, tho theoretical predictions for 
F, and Р 5 are compared with the model-liiciependent experimental valu
es of these quantities. In the second, the theoretical cross secti
ons (1) accounting the next-to-leading order corrections to F, (eq. 
(7)) and Fp (aqs. (8a,b)) below are fitted to the directly measured 
values of these cross sections. 

The determination of P««and F, (instead of F the ratio R is 
usually determined by the experimentalists) in a model-independent way 
is a difficult experimental taski Cross section data at fixed X 
and Q but at different values of muon beam energy are needed. 
The application of suoh a procedure for the available data requires 
additional extrapolations. As a result, the accuracy in determinati
on of H is much smaller than that of the measured cross sections. 
Moreover, it is impossible to use completely the information on the 
cross seotion data in this procedure. For instance, the data points 
( X , Q ) at one or two values of the beam energy are not used 
for determination of R. For that reason the ( X , Q ) region, 
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where R(1Y) and P, are model-independently determined is smaller 
than that of tbe cross section data. That is why we consider that a 
direct QCB-analysis of tbe cross section data on deep inelastic muon-
-nuoleon scattering has advantages at present. 

Before continuing the description of our method of analysis let 
us mention also two QCD fits to the data which oar. be found in tbe 
literature and seem to be inconsistent. In the first one, the valu
es for ? 2 obtained from the cross section data by assumption that 
H • 0 are compared with tbe next-to-leading order prediction for 
*2 '• ^t L°C * • Q X ) • Ш * i n t h l e approximation of QCD R is diffe
rent from zeroi R. (*, « )£0' In the second test, the values 
for F„ found from the cross section data by assuming К. — Я 
are fitted by the leading order expression for the structure funotion 

LO i\ 
*2 • R L (.*•» ® ) * W* t h i n k t n a t B U C h a t e e t l B inconsistent too. 

In the next-to-leading order QCD the proton and deuteron struc
ture funotions ?„ and P~ oan be represented as 

г 9 9 9 9 ( 8 a ) 

% \%\ I * •* (8b) 
wbtr« 

$ = 6s ( C = zc (с = с ) . 
In eqs. (8a,b) U v , oLv j g and С ara tba valence U. 

and a , strange and obarm quark distributions in the free proton. 
It should be noted that the 3U(3)-symoetry of tbe sea quark distri
butions and eq. С а С are assumed In order to obtain these ex
pressions for Pj. In eq. (8b) tbe assumption that the deutaron is 
a syatem of two quaslfree nuoleone is also made. Vote, however, 
tbat unless the origin of tbe QIC effeot /1/ Is oleared this oonjeo-
iur» will remain questionable. 
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It la known /8,9/ tbat definition of tbe parton distributions 
beyond tbe leading order is not unique. In eqs. (8a,b) the defini
tion /9/ in which tbe parton formulae for P„ hold is used. Note also 
tbat tbe parton distributions in this definition are renormalization-
-presoription independent. 

The quark distributions in eqs. (8a,b) satisfy tbe Lipatov-
Altarelll-Farisl (UP) equations /10/ in tbe next-to-leading order 
QCD or tbe corresponding evolution equations for tbe moments of these 
distributions (e.g. ref. (4)) .There are several methods to solve 
tbeae equations approximately. In this paper tbe method suggested 
by Buras and Geemera /11/ is used. Aooording to this method, tbe 
following parametriaations for tbe parton distributions are aesumedi 

N1.0 _ , ^С*) , ч ? ! ^ 
*иГ(х ,<З г )=Г а (1 )х^ ( 1 - х ) ' | 

J"» . Г ,~, ?! C S>/« \ ^ ( S ) 

x^Cx.QVlid) *<* (1-х) } 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(9o) 

хСЧ«,*)-М*>0-О*еС,)_ , 
(10) 

о d 
wbiob are a simple generalisation of these distributions at Q • Q 0 . 
In eqs. (9a-d) 

S = 1*1 
I N L 0 / -1\ 

( I D 

«here is the next-to-leading order running coup
ling lonstant of strong interactions 
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N1.0 

<L ( a 1 ) = 4тг 
A, M«w) 

1-ib. 

with 

в. UCQVA 1) 
(12) 

(13) 

The coeff icients Г и С з ) a n < 1 ^J. Cs") in eqa. (9a,b) 

are determined by tbe parton sum rules 

(u) 
and In our caaa tbey take tbe form 

ГЛ1)=г 

Где) 

(15a) 

(15b) 
In eqa. (15a,b) Г la Bular'a gamma funotion. 

Dote that In eq. (10) S 1в given by tbe ratio of tbe leading 
order etrong coupling conatenta 

where 

o l > 1 ) = 
IT 

f». U(?/iQ 

( i6 ) 

(17) 

For the leading order quark distributions, involved in 
F, (х,®1) v l " t n « Btructura function F^ (x.Q1) , parauetriaa-
tlons of tbe kind (9«t-d) (replacing $ bj S ) are used. 
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Ibe exponents in eqe* (9e«b) ara taken to b# li-
near function* of 5 

frCS) = ^(°) + ft* • i - v - 1 » -
(IB) 

Tbe alopee П- are determined from the requirement that 
tbe valenoe quark distributions (9a,b) have to reproduce tbe next-
-to-leadlng order QOD predlotlona for their first 20 Dements with 
an scouracy not smaller than 1-1.5H. It turns out that this conditi
on can be fulfilled for tbe EMC klnematlo range. As has been already 
shown /1Я/, this accuracy of the moment approximation la enough to 
reproduce correctly the numerioal solutions of tbe LAP equations for 
the valenoe distributions in the range 0.02 £ X i. 0.80. 

The quantities 

(19) 
(toe assumptioii is used) are free parameters aaeooi-
ated with tbe parton distributions at some £ked value of Q = Q0 

from tbe kinematic range of the experiments. It is convenient, in 
praotloe.to ohoose Q , = Q m i n . There srs experimental 
evidences /13/ that the sea quark distributions sre close to rero 
in tbe range X > 0.35. Then, tbe quantities A & C & ) , *£S(.S) 

А С С § ) and 4 c ( s ) can be written explicitly /11/ as func
tions of tbe parameters (19) and A using only the first two 
QOD moments. In tbe paper /11/ tbia has been done in tbe leading 
order QOD. However, It is a simple task to repeat tfaia prooedure 
t»'ing Into account tbe next in d t corrections. 

In contrast wltb refs. /11,12/ tbe valuaa of tbe parameters 

simultaneous fit to tbe cross seotlon data end the next-to-leadlng 
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order QCD equations for the momenta of the valence quark dietribu-
tiona. All numerical values of the quantities Involved In tbeae equ
ations are taken in correapondenoe of the ao-celled M S renormali-
r.ation acbeno /14,15/. 

Ending tbla aection we would.like to note tbat any one than tbe 
Burae-Geemere method could be uaed to solve tbe QCD aquations for 
tba parton distributions. We have applied it because of tbe simple 
analytic parametriaationa of these distributions wbicb are convenient 
and useful for practical purposes. Besides, tbeaa parametrlsatlons 
approximate the exaot solutions of QCD equations with an accuracy 
better enough than the preoiaion of the available at preaent data. 

3. Heaults of the Analysis 

In tbla aection we give tbe results of our simultaneous fit to 
tbe B1C deep inelastio м-р /2/ and ui /3/ aoattering data In 
tba following kinematio region! 

We have chosen Q 0 = 5 Gru" , However, the valuea of Л у ^ and 
%l/t>0F ware not sensitive to tbia particular oboloe of Q* . 
It is wall krown tbat tba snaps of tbs gluon distribution and A are 
atrongly correlated. The Influence of tba power £j. on Л has 
been discussed In detail in our previous paper /5/. Hare we have 
fixed J Q . ~ 5 . This value of flg, la in agreement witb tbe 
result» of tbe Ш С analyals /2/. In all fits only statistical errors 
are taken Into aaoount. Pree normalisation factors UI and Not 
are introduced to aaoount for tba relative normalisation between 
data sets at different 'noident energies and different targets. 
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•Higher twist» corrections to the nuoleon structure functions are 
not inoluded in this analysis. As has been shown in ref. /2/, their 
contribution to the structure functions can be neglected in the EMC 
kinematic region. 

The results of analysis are presented in tablee 1 and 2. Let us 
start our discussion with the non-singlet fit results in the range 
x>0.3. As has been already noted t there are strong evidences from 
the neutrino scattering experiments that the sea quark distributions 
are close to zero in this region. Then, the gluon dialribution 
&(x, Q1) can be neglected too and the qCD-fit to the data in 

that region is independent of the assumption on tbe shape of gluons. 
So, in this case the proton and deuteron structure functions are 
expressed only via the valence quark distributions. The value of 

Д — as determined by the next-to-leading order fit is 

A _ = 218 i 13 Me'V . 
Mb 

Tbe obtained values for the exponents 17-L (see table 2) are close 
to those based on the quark counting rules and Regge-pole mechanism 
The corresponding value of X / D O F i s 

X7D0F =1^/136 
and the EMC data for the range О.Э £ Х С 0.8 are described by 
this non-singlet fit on 1.1* oonfidence level. 

The mean value of A rr5 is different from that obtained by 
tbe EMC analysis /Z/t 

A f e = 105!^ , 
but in on* standard deviation those values are in agreement. Note 
tbat unlike ref. /2/, where only the м-р scattering data were 
analysed, we have involved also to tbe fit tbe data on muon-deuteron 
aoattaring. We want to mention also tbe following property of our 
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Table 1 
The reeulte of QCD f i t s to the SMC cross section date 

on deep ine lae t i c м-р and Ua, scattering 

X > 0.3 (145 exp. points) 
0.07 * * *• 0.80 

(260 exp. points) 
0.02 г X <. 0.80 

(285 exp. po in t s ) 

Aj^UeV) %Vl>OF AMS ° " v ) X a /WF Л й ( М в У ) ^ 2 A ° F 

176/136 80 i 19 409/272 

ILO 218 ± 73 177/136 65 - 20 384/245 68 ~ 20 454/26S 

•—at: . .» 



Table 2 
lha rallies of the free parametera as determined *y our OCO fit о to tba MC 

/t(» and pi- aoattarlagdata(. ,'j = 4 1 0 t = 5 , Vt (E=tt-0&eV) = l ) 

!v£ JHi К (S S-200 OeT1 E-240 OeT B-280 Oeyi 1-280 QeY 

d 
A 
X 

LO 0,62+0.0* 2.79+0.09 

-0.19+0.01 0.75+0.02 

0.91+0.18 4.83+0.87 

-О.эО+0.06 0.77+0.05 
— — 1.07+0.02 1.08+0.02 1.04+0.02 1.04+0.11 

d 
A 
X NU 0.61+0. M 2.72+0.12 

-0.14+0.02 1.18+0.04 

0.88+0.18 5.32+1.53 

-0.27+0.07 1.34+0.11 
- — 1.07+0.02 1.03+6.02 1.04+О.Ог 1.09+0,12 

g 
NLO 0.63+0.01 2.88+0.05 

-0.18+0.02 1.01+0.03 

0.72+6.08 4.65+0.31 
-0.23+0.03 1.13+0.04 

2.04+0.25 26.1+3.1 0.97+0.01 0.98 ± 0.01 0.97+0.01 1.01+0.01 

8 
6 
X 
V 
Й 
о 

LO 0.64+0.01 2.89+0.04 

-0.19+0.01 0.78+0.02 

0.86+0.05 5.03+0.28 

-0.29+0.02 0.79+0.03 1.22+0.05 18.3+1.0 0.97+0.01 0.99+0.01 O.9B+O.O1 l.Oi+O.oi 
8 
6 
X 
V 
Й 
о 

NLO 
0.62+0.01 2.85+0.05 

-0.17+0.02 1.03+0.03 

0.70+0.06 4.49+0.32 

-0.22+0.03 1.14+0.04 1.64+0.12 20.1+1.8 O.97+O.OI 0.98+0.01 О.96+О.О1 1.01+0.01 



fit to the data for the range X > 0.3. In thie range the struc-
ture function F (x u ) has the form 

(pi м KLO , N4> 
F (x QM r ixM*,Q 3) + ^"c( v (x.O1) . (го) 

Taking into account the eum rules (14) for the valence distributions 
Ti.^ and a v , the structure function F- C* , Q. ) determined 

by thiB fit eatlefiee for any Q the following condition! 

« x ^u, x

 ( 2 1 ) 

This 1B not true for the structure function г С *, ̂  ) which hae 
been ueed in ref./2/. 

The data for the whole x range were alao analysed in the 
next-to-leadlng order QCD. At low X the sea cannot be neglected. 
To eliminate complications associated with the charm threshold at 
small X the range 0.02 С X t- 0.07 has been excluded 

2 from the data analysis. Only the loweet (J points of this region were 
used to constrain the low x behaviour of quark and gluon distri
butions. As has been diBCuased above, for the shape of the gluon 
distribution the following assumption has been usedi 

The coefficient A & in (22) le fixed by the energy-momentum SUB 
rule. 

Prom the beet fit to the data for the range 0.07 с X ^ 0.60 
the following values for Л rr-, a n d X /DOf 8 r e found: 

A _ =0.fc5 ±10 MeV ( lz/№ = 58Н/2Ч5. 

I'hle mean value of Л ^ is approximately three times smaller 
than that determined by the next-to-leading order fit for the range 
X > 0-3. However, these values of A ĵi, are in agreement in 

two standard error deviatione. Note that the value of Г/т remains 
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ratber large (384/245) even If tbe experimental polnte Introducing a 
large contribution to 1С are excluded. We 

would like to remark that the value of tble quantity for tbe 
leading order fit in the wbole X range given in ref./2/ is even 
larger. Note also that if tbe procedure suggested in ref. /16/ is 
performed and tbe statistical еттоте are multiplied by the scale 
factor , -—- — 

(23) 
where It is tbe number of tbe experimental polnte tbe value of 
X V H O F becomes close to unity while the values of all free para
meters remain practically unchanged. 

In tables 1 and 2 the results of data analysis for the whole 
X range are presented too. The values of Л rji and the other free 
parameters are practically the same. However, although eight data 
pointe with a very large contribution 

(z^Nw6 ) l n %-г h a v e 

been omitted the value of increases. 
In tables 1 and 2 we give also the results of the leading ordur 

QCD analysis ( P u = О ) of tbe EMC cross section data. The values 
of the parameters determined by this fit were ueed for the calcula-

— wt.o tion of tbe longitudinal structure function (- L in the next-tD 
-leading order (see eq.(7)). 

4. Summary 

The EMC cross section data on deep inelastlo M-P and M.O. 
scattering bave been analysed in the next-to-leading order QCD app
roximation. Tbe free nucleon struoture functions were expressed in 
terms of parton distributions. The Burae-Gaemers method was used to 
solve tbe QCD equations for these distributions. The values of Л 
and all the free parameters conneoted with tbe parametrisation of the 
parton distributions bave been determined from a simultaneous fit to 
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tbe cross section data end tbe next-to-leading order QCD equations 
for tbe momenta of these distributions. 

Ae usual, the analysis has been performed in the following regional 
i) X > 0.3 where the contribution from tbe sea to tbe struc

ture functions can be neglected (non-singlet fit) and 
11) whole X range where this contribution la important. 
Рог Л ̂  and "A. the following valuea were found: 

x > 0 . 5 : Л - =2l&t15MeV ( X*/D0F = V H / ^ , 

0.01 + y, <0.80: Л-^ =65iiO MeV ( * 7 D ° F =38l/M5 . 
In the case X > 0.3 the non-singlet parametriaation of Rj_ 

and F L fits the data with I.If confidence level. In the whole 
X range, however, the data fit (as in the case of the leading order 
QCD) la not satisfactory. Let us emphasize (see table 1) that the 
data fit is not improved by involving the next-to-leading order QCD 
corrections to the structure functions. This fact is a common featu
re of moat of the QCD-analyaea given in the literature and probably it 
reflects the experimental situation now and the present QCD uncertain
ties. 

Nevertheless, we consider that an approach according to whioh 
oroas section data are used to teat tbe QCD predictions for different 
deep inelastic lepton-nucleon processes has definite advantages today. 
In this ooonactlon, it is of interest to perform a combined analysis 
of tbe yn.(v) Н г and ^ C " » ) ! ^ croas aeotion data. Deapite much 
smaller statistics, the neutrino acatterlng data are more informati
ve for the determination of the quark distributions in the free nuo-
leon. 

Tbe authors are grateful to I.A.Savin for support and interest 
in this work. One of the authors (D.S.) la thankful to T.Sloan who 
baa kindly supplied us with tbe Ш ) u.D_ cross seotion data. 
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Биленькм СИ.., Стаменоа Д.Б. Е2-87-28? 
КХД анслиэ данных ЕНС по глубоконеупругому №~ и цй -рассеянию 
с учетом радиационных поправок 

Излагаются результаты совместного КХД анализа данных Европейской мюонной 
коллаборации (ЕМС) по глубоконеупругому мНе,- и цВв -рассеянию с учетом ра
диационных поправок к структурным функциям нуклона. Эти функции выражаются 
через импульсные распределения партоноа в нуклоне. Для решения КХД уравнений 
для партонных распределений используется метод Бураса-Гемерса. Поправки 
к структурным функциям от высших твистов не учитываются. Как было показано, 
их вклад несущественен в кинематической области ЕНС. В отличие от большинства 
работ анализ проводился по сечениям глубоконеупругого рассеяния (а не по по
лученным из них с помощью дополнительных экстраполяции и предположений значени
ям для структурных функций). Для параметра КХД Дополучены следующие значе
ния: a) AJJJ -218 ±73 НэВ для несинглетного анализа данных в области х>0,3 
и б) Л — «65 ± 20 НэВ, если анализ данных проводился для всей кинематической 
области ЕНС. 

Работа выполнена а Лаборатории теоретической физики ОИЯИ. 
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Bllenkaya S.I., Stamenov D.B. E2-87-287 
Next-to-Leading Order QCD-Analysls of EHC Deep Inelastic 
MP and fid Scattering Data 

A combined next-to-leading order QCD analysis of the European Huon Col
laboration (EHC)fHf and pDg scattering data Is presented. The nucleon struc
ture functions are given in terms of parton distributions. The Buras-Gaemers 
method Is used to solve the QCD equations for these distributions. The higher 
twist corrections are not taken into account. As has been shown their con
tribution to the structure functions Is negligible in the EHC kinematic re
gion. Unlike most of the papers on this subject the cross section data (not 
the value for the structure functions obtained from these data by additional 
extrapolations and assumptions) are fitted. The following values for the 
QCD scale parameter А щ are found: I) Ajnj-2l8 ± 73 HeV for the non-slnglet 
fit to the data In the range x> 0.3 and II) Agj -65*20 HeV if the whole 
x data are fitted. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JINR. 
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